### Key Element | Examples
--- | ---
Introduce Content | This course or class provides complete coverage of the components, operation, design, and troubleshooting. It correlates material to task lists specified by ASE and NATEF and emphasizes a problem-solving approach. Chapter features include Tech Tips, Frequently Asked Questions, Real World Fixes, Videos, Animations, and NATEF Task Sheet references.

Motivate Learners | Explain how the knowledge of how something works translates into the ability to use that knowledge to figure why the engine does not work correctly and how this saves diagnosis time, which translates into more money.

State the Learning Objectives for the Chapter or Course You Are About to Cover and Explain This Is What They Should Be Able to Do as a Result of Attending This Session or Class. | Explain learning objectives to students as listed below:
1. Describe how AM, FM, and satellite radio works.
2. Describe antennas and their diagnosis.
3. Discuss the purpose, function, and types of speakers.
4. Discuss crossovers and voice recognition systems.
5. Explain how Bluetooth systems work.
6. List causes and corrections of radio noise and interference.

Establish the Mood or Climate | Provide a WELCOME, Avoid put downs and bad jokes.

Complete Essentials | Restrooms, breaks, registration, tests, etc.

Clarify and Establish Knowledge Base | Do a round robin of the class by going around the room and having each student give their backgrounds, years of experience, family, hobbies, career goals, or anything they want to share.

**NOTE:** This lesson plan is based on the 5th Edition Chapter Images found on Jim’s web site @ [www.jameshalderman.com](http://www.jameshalderman.com)

**LINK CHP 61:** [ATE5 Chapter Images](http://www.jameshalderman.com)
1. SLIDE 1 Chapter 61 AUDIO SYSTEM OPERATION AND DIAGNOSIS

2. SLIDE 2 EXPLAIN Figure 61-1 Audio systems use both electromagnetic radio waves and sound waves to reproduce sound inside the vehicle.

3. SLIDE 3 EXPLAIN Figure 61-2 relationship among wavelength, frequency, and amplitude.

Check for ADDITIONAL VIDEOS & ANIMATIONS @ http://www.jameshalderman.com/

WEB SITE IS CONSTANTLY UPDATED

Videos

4. SLIDE 4 EXPLAIN Figure 61-3 amplitude changes in AM broadcasting.

5. SLIDE 5 EXPLAIN Figure 61-4 frequency changes in FM broadcasting and the amplitude remains constant.

6. SLIDE 6 EXPLAIN Figure 61-5 Using upper and lower sidebands allows stereo to be broadcast. Receiver separates signals to provide left and right channels.

DISCUSSION: Have students discuss terms RFI & EMI. How do RFI & EMI relate to audio systems?

Ask the students to describe the difference between AM (Amplitude Modulation) and FM (Frequency Modulation)

DISCUSSION: Have students discuss correlation between frequency & wavelength. How is frequency measured?

DISCUSSION: Have students’ list main components that make up an audio system & briefly discuss their purpose. Who addresses audio related problems?

7. SLIDE 7 EXPLAIN Figure 61-6 Five types of antennas used on GM vehicles include the slot antenna, fixed mast antenna, rear window defogger grid antenna, a powered mast antenna, and an integrated antenna.
DEMONSTRATION: Show students how to remove & replace antennas and how to avoid body/paint damage.

DEMONSTRATION: Show students how to use an DMM ohmmeter function to test antennas for shorts & opens

8. SLIDE 8 EXPLAIN FIGURE 61.7 ground plane is actually one-half of the antenna.

9. SLIDE 9 EXPLAIN Figure 61-8 If all ohmmeter readings are satisfactory, the antenna is good.

10. SLIDE 10 EXPLAIN FIGURE 61-9 Cutting a small hole in a fender cover helps to protect the vehicle when replacing or servicing an antenna

Check Antenna (View) (Download)
Check Speaker (View) (Download)

11. SLIDE 11 EXPLAIN Figure 61-10 A typical power antenna assembly. Note the braided ground wire used to ensure that the antenna has a good ground plane

12. SLIDE 12 EXPLAIN Figure 61-11 Between 6 and 7 volts is applied to each speaker terminal, and the audio amplifier then increases the voltage on one terminal and at the same time decreases the voltage on the other terminal causing the speaker cone to move. The moving cone then moves the air, causing sound.

13. SLIDE 13 EXPLAIN Figure 61-12 A typical automotive speaker with two terminals. The polarity of the speakers can be identified by looking at the wiring diagram in the service manual or by using a 1.5 volt battery to check. When the battery positive is applied to the positive terminal of the speaker, the cone will move outward. When the battery leads are reversed, the speaker cone will move inward.

14. SLIDE 14 EXPLAIN Figure 61-13 (a) Two 4 ohm speakers connected in series result in total impedance of 8 ohms. (b) Two 4 ohm speakers connected in parallel result in total impedance of 2 ohms.

DISCUSSION: discuss basic speaker operation. How do speakers convert electrical energy into acoustical energy?
| DEMONSTRATION: Show students examples of different types of speakers & explain how to determine their use |
| HANDS-ON TASK: use 1.5-volt battery to test speaker polarity. Polarity of speakers can be identified by looking at wiring diagram or by using a 1.5 volt battery to check. When battery positive is applied to positive terminal of speaker, cone will move outward. When battery leads are reversed, speaker cone will move inward. |

15. SLIDE 15 EXPLAIN Figure 61-14  Crossovers are used in audio systems to send high-frequency sounds to small (tweeter) speakers and low frequency sounds to larger (woofer) speakers.

| DISCUSSION: Review Ohm’s law & way wiring loads in series or parallel affect circuit resistance & current. Ask students how speaker resistance affects speaker’s performance |
| DEMO ON ELECTRICAL TRAINER: build series & Parallel circuits similar to speaker arrays & use bulbs to simulate speaker loads. |

| HANDS-ON TASK: Provide students with sample series & parallel circuits on ELECTRICAL TRAINER. Assign values to loads and source voltage. Have students use Ohm’s law to calculate total resistance and current in each circuit. |

16. SLIDE 16 EXPLAIN Figure 61-15  Two capacitors connected in parallel provide the necessary current flow to power large subwoofer speakers.

| DISCUSSION: Discuss importance of fuse size and placement in aftermarket audio systems. What is reason for using a fuse? |

17. SLIDE 17 EXPLAIN Figure 61-16 powerline capacitor should be connected through power wire to amplifier as shown. When amplifier requires more electrical power (watts) than battery can supply, capacitor will discharge into amplifier and supply necessary current for fraction of a second it is needed by amplifier. At other times when the capacitor is not needed, it draws current from the battery to keep it charged.
DEMONSTRATION: Show students examples of different types of capacitors, & demonstrate how to properly match a capacitor with amplifier output.

DISCUSSION: Ask students to describe how loud noises affect hearing, & discuss when hearing protection should be worn.

18. SLIDE 18 EXPLAIN Figure 61-17 Voice commands can be used to control many functions, including navigation systems, climate control, telephone, and radio.

19. SLIDE 19 EXPLAIN Figure 61-18 The voice command icon on the steering wheel of a Cadillac.

20. SLIDE 20 EXPLAIN Figure 61-19 Bluetooth earpiece that contains a microphone and speaker unit that is paired to a cellular phone. The telephone has to be within 33 ft (10 m) of the earpiece.

21. SLIDE 21 EXPLAIN Figure 61-20 SDARS uses satellites and repeater stations to broadcast radio.

22. SLIDE 22 EXPLAIN Figure 61-21 An aftermarket XM radio antenna mounted on the rear deck lid. The deck lid acts as the ground plane for the antenna.

23. SLIDE 23 EXPLAIN Figure 61-22 A shark-fin-type factory antenna used for both XM and OnStar.

24. SLIDE 24 EXPLAIN Figure 61-23 Radio choke and/or a capacitor can be installed in the power feed lead to any radio, amplifier, or equalizer.

25. SLIDE 25 EXPLAIN Figure 61-24 Many automobile manufacturers install a coaxial capacitor, like this one, in the power feed wire to the blower motor to eliminate interference caused by the blower motor.

26. SLIDE 26 EXPLAIN Figure 61-25 “Sniffer” can be made from an old antenna lead-in cable by removing about 3 in. of the outer shielding from the end. Plug the lead-in cable into the antenna input of the radio and tune the radio to a weak station. Move the end of the antenna wire around the vehicle dash area. The sniffer is used to locate components that may not be properly shielded or grounded and can cause radio interference through the case (housing) of the radio itself.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICONS</th>
<th>Ch61 Audio System Operation &amp; Diagnosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|       | **ON-VEHICLE NATEF TASK** Diagnose static and weak or no reception; determine necessary action.  
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